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Development

T his year will be a breakout year for dealmakers and 
developers who have been on the sidelines or in the 
fray fighting to survive. 

In most business categories — especially those that influ-
ence the golf and club segments — the business cycle is on 

the upswing. In fact, our team at Global Golf 
Advisors believes we’re already witnessing 
the launch of the next real estate cycle that 
will drive recovery for many golf-reliant busi-
nesses. Barring new economic impairment of 
the development community and its finan-
cial resources, the next round of new projects 
could launch as early as the third quarter of 
2013 for 2014 openings.

We expect the restart to be tepid by boom-
day standards (45 to 60 new projects) and 
characterized by caution. Further, we believe 
the closing of outdated and struggling golf 
courses will accelerate in 2013 as real property 

is re-planned for higher and better use. But one of the biggest 
differences this time around is that women are going to lead 
the way. 

Consider the following: 1) Women control more than $20 
trillion dollars in spending worldwide. Everyone likes to talk 
about China and India as emerging economic powers, but the 
fact is that the economic impact of women is larger than the 
economies of China, India and the U.S. combined and 2) In the 
U.S., women-owned businesses account for nearly $4 trillion 
dollars in Gross Domestic Product. That makes U.S. women 
the fourth-largest economy in the world.  

Developers of residential and mixed-use properties have long 
understood the degree to which women influence their busi-
ness. In her revelatory book, “Marketing to Women,” Martha 
Barletta noted that 91 percent of home purchase decisions are 
made by a women. In golf ’s next development cycle, private 
clubs and master-planned communities will do well to recog-
nize the role of their most influential customers. 

KEY FOR WOMEN: LIFESTYLE PROPOSITION 
Women are alert, deliberate and patient shoppers who seek a 
balanced portfolio of lifestyle benefits from their club com-
munity. The key for women considering residential and club 
communities is the lifestyle proposition: Is there enough there 
to satisfy the needs of each of her family members? We can 
foresee several trends emerging or being reinforced in 2013 as 
a result of the growing importance of women in the decision-
making hierarchy:

 Bundled communities — where every property-owner is 
an equal member of the club — will continue to gain favor. 
The brainchild of David Lucas and his Bonita Bay Group 
in southwest Florida years ago, bundled communities will 
pop up in emerging and recovering residential destinations 
in Arizona, California, the Carolinas, Georgia, Tennessee 
and Texas. During the downturn, bundled communities 
proved more financially sustainable than opt-in club com-
munities where a small proportion of dues-paying members 
bore (and often broke under) the economic strain. Women 
appreciate the sense of inclusiveness and equality afforded in  
bundled communities. 

 Refundable memberships will continue to lose favor. Reliant 
upon the next buyer to replace the revenue lost to an exit-
ing member, promises of refundable memberships often 
went unfulfilled as resignations outpaced new members. 
Many had mistakenly assumed that refundable memberships 
would attract women. As it turns out, women are staunch 
believers that their clubs should operate on solid financial 
terms and not offer refunds. 

 No matter if the purchase being considered is a home, club 
membership or service, lifestyle value is what women value 
most. For them, the club is a platform for socialization. 
Women want friends and a safe place to enjoy friendship. 
That means clubs must provide more than a fitness or aero-
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bics room that doubles as a card room. For women buyers, 
wellness — which includes not only fitness, but also lifelong 
learning opportunities, social events, unique experiences and 
child care — is the next important lifestyle element.

PRIORITIZE PLANNING AND INFORMATION
In addition to the increasingly important role of women, what 
should developers prioritize in the next cycle in which new golf 
courses will be almost entirely tied to real estate projects for 
residential and resort uses? We place two things at the top of 
the list: strategic planning and market analysis. 

There is emerging evidence that developers of clubs that 
take a disciplined approach to strategic planning are separating 
from the pack. Most markets are significantly over-supplied, 
which means there will be winners and losers in each market. 
The next cycle will increase the state of oversupply in most 
markets. Deliberate planning is a competitive game-changer 
for the club communities that are best prepared.

The most critical components of the strategic plan are: 1) 
Strategic Vision — How the club views itself and how it wants 
to be viewed by members and its community. There should be 
broad, if not unanimous, agreement on these important ideas 
before the project is planned for feasibility and 2) Objectives — 
What the club wants to accomplish and the deadline for each 
objective. The objectives should be simply stated and easy to 
understand. This is the club’s covenant with its members and 
stakeholders.

The strategic plan must be supported by a comprehensive 
business plan. The strategic plan should be reviewed and 
updated every three to five years. The business plan, which is 
the tactical plan for the club, should be revised annually. 

As a part of the business planning process, developers 
should return to zero-based budgeting. Dramatic changes have 
occurred in most club communities in recent years. These 
changes make old assumptions unreliable and outdated. Do the 
homework that is required to start the club from scratch. New 
information will liberate new and better ideas.

KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER
Dealmakers, property developers and homebuilders are highly 
deliberate in analyzing local market demand for homes. But 
few consider seriously enough the financial success of the 
primary community amenity — the club. After all, it’s the club 
that delivers the lifestyle proposition that attracts most buyers. 
Chastened by the tough economic cycle, new home and prop-
erty buyers now want assurance of the club’s financial reliabili-
ty. In the next cycle, developers and builders must demonstrate 
to buyers — largely women — that the club and the community 
are economically sustainable. 

As such, truly knowing the market audience and under-
standing the unique push and pull characteristics that influ-
ence their buying decision are critical. Thorough market analy-
sis reduces risk, increases pace and makes price more elastic.

Many club and community developers and planners dis-
covered that they did not truly know their prospective market 
audiences. Market analysis — if it is available at all in most club 
communities — has been anecdotal and incomplete. The pau-
city of thorough and deliberate market research has revealed 
that many clubs are searching for new membership prospects 
that simply aren’t there.

There are three ways club developers and planners can over-
come that deficiency: 

 Collect and analyze local-market data and competitive infor-
mation aggressively. Most club developers lack precise mar-
ket analysis that can drive tactical decision-making. Study 
the clubs with which your club competes and understand 
your strengths, weaknesses and threats. Use each to your 
competitive advantage.

 Use market information to plan club marketing and com-
munications to external audience segments. Focus on the 
elements of the club that differentiate it from competitors. 
Collect, analyze and act on the best-available market infor-
mation. 

 Maintain an updated database of member referrals and 
prospective buyers. Most project developers lack adequate 
market mass and operate in a state of constant catch-up for 
sales pace and absorption. The best source of new members 
is the current membership of clubs similar to the one being 
planned. Engage club members in a continuous member 
recruitment program and process.  

The big lesson from the recent downturn for golf-related 
projects has been that inadequate and incomplete planning 
are inefficiencies that cannot be tolerated in the emerging 
new business cycle. In a competition of the fittest that will be 
waged in 2013, the best planned and executed projects with 
the deepest understanding of market conditions, and women,  
will prosper. O
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